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Goal: To help researchers navigate COI policies and COIOC review

- Collect and process financial disclosures
- Conduct staff pre-reviews to address potential COIOC concerns to avoid the disclosure being tabled
  - May email faculty for additional information
- Advise faculty on COI issues related to financial interests and start-up companies
COI Disclosure Chart

- **3 different COI policies based on research sponsor**
- **1 COI policy for human subjects research**

Disclosure Chart:  
COI Disclosure Form Reference

- Identify which sponsor-related disclosure requirements apply

COI Case Studies

- Examples of how others have addressed COIOC’s concerns

Updates

SPA Listserv

• PHS T32 Training Grants- collect Form 800 only from PI/Director and Co-Director (if applicable)
• Contract Research Organizations & 700Us
  • Who signed the research agreement with UCI?
    • CRO- need 700Us for CRO and drug/device manufacturer
    • Not CRO- need 700U only for drug/device manufacturer
Tips

- To avoid a delay, encourage faculty to respond to COI emails
- Refer faculty to COI Staff if they are considering starting a company or acquiring a new financial interest
- Contact COI Staff if you have any COI related questions or suggestions
THANK YOU! Questions?


COI Staff:

- Amy Green, COI Analyst (acgreen1@uci.edu)
- Nadia Wong, COI Administrator (nadiaw@uci.edu)
- Grace Park, Principal Subcontract & Research Compliance Officer (parkgj@uci.edu)